ABSTRACT

The design of an accounting system is the goal in preparing this practical work report. Aryanafresh Laundry is a type of business that has long run a business but until now has not had an accounting recording system that is appropriate to the circumstances of its business. With this system designed can be a solution for Aryanafresh Laundry because during running a business, business owners have difficulty in financial reports.

The information that Aryanafresh Laundry cannot provide a reliable financial report according to standard accountant. The design of accounting system is based on Microsoft Access software Program. This system was managed according to the business needs so that they can providing financial statements for day to day and a month. The output on the system is an accounting system that records transaction such as sales, purchase, Implementation on a system made by aryanafresh laundry is done to help preparing financial reports according to standard.

With all the processes that have been passed, finally the system that the author has designed can be applied well and smoothly. With this system can overcome the problems that have become obstacles in the business, namely the existence of financial reports that make it easier to find out financial information about the business being run at this time and also know the inventory report on Aryanafresh Laundry.
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